In current philosophical discussions on evidence in the medical sciences, epidemiology has been used to exemplify a specific version of evidential pluralism. According to this view, known as the Russo-Williamson Thesis, evidence of both difference-making and mechanisms is produced to make causal claims in the health sciences. In this paper, I present an analysis of data and evidence in epidemiological practice, with a special focus on research on the exposome, and I cast doubt on the extent to which evidential pluralism holds in this case. I start by focusing on the claim that molecular data allows for the production of mechanistic evidence. On the basis of a close look at the ways in which molecular data is used in exposome research, I caution against interpretations in terms of mechanistic evidence. Secondly, I expand my critical remarks on the thesis by addressing the conditions under which data is categorised as evidence in exposome research. I argue that these show that the classification of a dataset as a type of evidence is dependent on the ways in which the data is used. This is in contrast with the approach of evidential pluralism, where evidence is classified in different types on the basis of its intrinsic properties. Finally, I come back to what I consider the core of the thesis and suggest that the epidemiological research analysed in the paper indicates different interpretations of evidential pluralism and its applicability in the health sciences.
Introduction
Evidence is a notion that we associate with multiple activities of our societies, including journalism, law, criminal investigations, etc. Evidence is an important issue when we want to use or produce knowledge. Science is therefore one of the areas where we would intuitively say that evidence plays a crucial role, and one may be even tempted to say that the use of evidence is among the features that characterises practices as scientific in the first place.
The topic of evidence has received philosophical attention primarily in epistemology and philosophy of science (Kelly 2016) . In philosophy of science, many discussions have focused on the health sciences. This is partly a consequence of the rise of the methodological approach known as evidence-based medicine, which has brought about new ways of assessing the quality of evidence and provoked many critical reflections in the literature (Worrall 2002; Clarke et al. 2013; Stegenga 2014) . As a result of this debate, a number of authors started to discuss how to classify evidence produced in medical research, connecting the issue to more general issues in philosophy of science, such as causality and causal inference (Campaner and Galavotti 2012) .
Within this debate on causal inference and evidence classification in medicine, Federica Russo and Jon Williamson introduced a version of evidential pluralism according to which:
To establish causal claims, scientists need the mutual support of mechanisms and dependencies. … The idea is that probabilistic evidence needs to be accounted for by an underlying mechanism before the causal claim can be established. (Russo and Williamson 2007, p. 159) The 'Russo-Williamson Thesis' (RWT) identifies evidence of two kinds-evidence of causes making a difference to effects and evidence of underlying mechanismswhich has to be provided to make causal claims in the health sciences. 1 A number of examples have been used to illustrate the thesis, including research from epidemiology (Russo and Williamson 2012) . Epidemiology can be defined as the area of the health sciences concerned with the study of the distribution and determinants of health states-particularly disease-in human populations (Broadbent 2013) . Philosophers of science have recently turned their attention to epidemiology and related problems, including: the notion of cause in epidemiology (Russo 2009; De Vreese 2009) ; the causal interpretation of epidemiological results (Broadbent 2013) ; causal explanations (Campaner 2011) ; and the consequences of methodological novelties on causal inference (Broadbent 2015; Vandenbroucke et al. 2016) . In this context, the RWT has played an important role, connecting philosophical work on epidemiology with the broader debate on medical evidence, where epidemiology had largely been overlooked, despite being among the most important sources of medical evidence.
In this paper, I present a critical analysis of the RWT from the perspective of contemporary epidemiological research on the 'exposome'. The exposome approach combines data on the molecular and external environment to study the internal and external components of exposure and improve the assessment of disease risks associated with environmental elements. It has recently attracted significant attention and has been used as a source of examples in the literature on the RWT (Russo and Williamson 2012; Russo and Vineis 2016) . My analysis of this line of research is based on the study of a specific project: EXPOsOMICS. 2 The project received funding by the European Commission in 2012 and, between 2012 and 2017, it was carried out by as a consortium of research centres in Europe and the US, coordinated by Imperial College London. EXPOsOMICS aimed at improving the assessment of exposure to air and water pollution and their impact on chronic disease, by studying and integrating internal and external components of exposure (Vineis et al. 2017a ). The project can be considered a paradigmatic example of exposome research, as it was built on data collected by several other projects studying the exposome, with which it shares approaches and methods. 3 At the same time, the aim of integrating data from these diverse sources to produce evidence on environmental exposure makes the project a particularly significant case in the context of discussions on data and evidence (Fleming et al. 2017) .
My analysis will proceed as follows. I start by introducing the exposome approach and the way in which the RWT has been presented in this context (Sect. 2). I then turn to my critical remarks on the extent to which the RWT holds up in this case. I present challenges to two main aspects of the interpretation of exposome research based on the RWT, one pertaining to the interpretation of molecular data as mechanistic evidence and another to the way evidence is classified in the RWT framework. Firstly, in Sect. 3, I consider the claim that new sources of molecular data used in exposome research count as the production of mechanistic evidence and that, therefore, exposome research shows the interplay between mechanistic and differencemaking evidence suggested by the RWT. On the basis of a detailed look at molecular data in EXPOsOMICS, I show that molecular data is used to study differences and dependencies of exposure and cast doubt on interpretations in terms of mechanistic evidence. Secondly, in Sect. 4, I consider the way in which the RWT distinguishes between different types of evidence. I focus on the ways in which data is used and 2 My study is empirically grounded on the study of EXPOsOMICS publications, reports, presentations. In addition, I conducted a series of qualitative interviews, which took place at the MRC-PHE Centre for Environment and Health of Imperial College London and aimed to document practices of data collection, production and integration and notions and classifications of evidence. Quotations from these interviews are taken from transcripts. I will use the empirical material to provide a reconstruction of uses of molecular data and approaches to evidence classification in EXPOsOMICS. A more detailed empirical analysis of the ways in which data is collected, interpreted and used in the project can be found in Canali (under review) . 3 See for instance the Helix project, a cohort study looking at the 'early-life exposome', which some EXPOsOMICS researchers helped set up (Maitre et al. 2018) .
4 Page 4 of 17 classified as evidence in EXPOsOMICS and I argue that this presents more general challenges to the approach to evidence classification of the RTW framework. On the basis of these criticisms, in Sect. 5, I come back to the 'core' of the RWT and ask if it can be reconciled with the challenges highlighted in the paper. I argue that this may be possible and the case of exposome research indicates different ways of interpreting evidential pluralism and its applicability.
Exposome research and evidential pluralism
First introduced by Christopher Wild (2005) , the exposome refers to the totality of exposures experienced by individuals throughout their lifetime. Totality, here, means that the exposome encompasses exposures experienced at different levels, which include exposures to elements and features of the external environment (such as pollution, diet, stress, etc.) as well as the internal chemical environment (such as inflammation, oxidative stress, gut flora, etc.). These different levels exist because individuals' exposure to external elements can produce toxicants and/or reactions at the internal level, which can in turn lead to the development of disease. In contrast with the more traditional focus on the external components of exposure, the 'allencompassing' approach to the exposome is often presented as a new paradigm in the context of environmental epidemiology (Rappaport and Smith 2010) .
Practically, much of the work on the exposome consists in the search for biomarkers, i.e., elements of the environment or the organism that can be measured and in turn measure the presence of some toxicant. Biomarkers are considered capable of signalling the development of disease, thus guiding researchers in the understanding of the impact of the environment on disease. 4 In this context, molecular data is among the primary tools used to identify biomarkers of the internal component of exposure. More precisely, exposome researchers use omics technologies to measure the different levels at which exposure from environmental elements leaves traces in the body, including: processes that involve small molecules playing intermediary roles in the functioning of the metabolism (metabolomics); parts of proteins or DNA that are bound to specific chemicals (adductomics); epigenetic changes in the cells' genetic material (epigenomics); mRNA expressions (transcriptomics) and proteins (proteomics).
Recently, Federica Russo and epidemiologist Paolo Vineis have connected the use of molecular data in exposome research to the RWT. They say that "molecular epidemiology improves on traditional epidemiology also in another important respect: it goes beyond associations and is in principle able to shed light on the mechanisms of disease causation" (Russo and Vineis 2016, p. 254; emphasis in original) . Similar considerations have been developed elsewhere in the literature on the RWT. In one of the first publications including a philosophical analysis of exposome research, Russo and Williamson (2012) claim that this line of research shows an interplay between difference-making and mechanistic evidence. Together with Phyllis Illari, Russo and Vineis use the exposome approach to cancer research to argue for an information transmission account of causality and talk of the need for evidence of both the difference that exposure makes to the development of cancer and of how exposure leads to the development of cancer (Vineis et al. 2017b). 5 In this context, the significance of Russo and Vineis' claim is that exposome research can produce-and it does not only use-mechanistic evidence, and that this production is to be seen in the molecular features of exposome research. 6 In this sense, exposome research is innovative compared to traditional epidemiology (also) because, thanks to molecular data, it does not only produce new difference-making evidence but also mechanistic evidence. In other words, the claim is not that exposome research uses mechanistic evidence that has been gathered in other areas of biomedical research and that this, together with the difference making evidence it produces, shows the interplay maintained by evidential pluralism. Rather, the argument is that the exposome approach improves on traditional epidemiology because it can study the mechanisms of disease causation and, thus, produce mechanistic evidence. It is this claim about the production of a specific kind of evidence that will be the target of my critique in the next section.
Before presenting my remarks, let me briefly summarise the distinction between difference-making and mechanistic evidence developed by the RWT. Evidence of difference-making refers to evidence that is used to show that effects depend on causes and that causes make a difference to effect (Russo and Williamson 2007, p. 158) . Randomised controlled trials are among the most cited examples of a methodology producing difference-making evidence. Other examples, from Illari (2011a), include evidence gathered in observational studies, probability distributions in Bayesian networks, as well as counterfactual and invariant relationships. As such, Russo and Williamson say that difference-making often comes in a probabilistic form and is usually employed to make predictions. 7 As for mechanistic evidence, Russo and Williamson suggest that we should think of it as evidence of the mechanism(s) underlying the relation between causes and effects. Mechanistic evidence is what provides the productive component of causal claims, which gives information on how causes bring about effects. They also argue that this is the kind of evidence which plays the crucial role of helping with issues possibly affecting difference-making evidence, such as confounding (Russo and Williamson 2012, pp. 249-250) . This notion of mechanistic evidence has often been criticised because of its vagueness and ambiguity, which has in turn led to disambiguating work in the literature on the RWT. For example, Illari argues that we should 5 For a presentation of Illari and Russo's information transmission account, see Illari (2011b) and Illari and Russo (2016) . 6 I will come back this distinction between use and production of evidence and why it is important in Sect. 5. 7 Russo and Williamson sometimes use the term probabilistic evidence instead of difference-making evidence. For matters of consistency, I will follow their original claim on the connection of probabilistic evidence with causes making a difference to effects and, in line with Illari (2011a), I will only use the term difference-making evidence. not think of the distinction between difference-making and mechanistic evidence as a distinction between the methods we use to gather evidence, but rather as a difference between objects of evidence (Illari 2011a) . In her view, mechanistic evidence is not necessarily the evidence we get through, say, interventions, as opposed to observational studies. Rather, mechanistic evidence is evidence of the existence of mechanisms, evidence that is about mechanism and has mechanisms as its' object. Following her and Williamson's characterisation, evidence of mechanisms thus refers to evidence of the entities, activities or the way these are organised to produce the phenomenon for which the mechanism is responsible (Illari and Williamson 2012) . In this view, potential mechanistic evidence for, say, protein synthesis would be evidence of the organised entities (DNA, RNA, ribosomes, etc.) and activities (e.g. transcription, regulation, etc.) involved in the mechanism that brings about the synthesis of proteins.
Despite these disambiguating efforts, the evidential pluralism proposed by the RWT has received significant criticism in the literature, especially with regard to the strong stance on mechanistic evidence. For example, Howick (2011) has casted doubt on the claim that mechanistic evidence has always to be provided in order to establish causal claims. In the philosophy of epidemiology, Broadbent (2011) has argued against mechanistic interpretations of the causal inference strategies used by epidemiologists. Gillies (2011) has shown that the epidemiological discovery of the causal relation between smoking and lung-cancer was first established on the basis of difference-making evidence only, much earlier than any mechanism was found.
Mechanistic evidence in exposome research
The use of molecular data in exposome research has been interpreted as the production of mechanistic evidence, which is considered necessary by the RWT to support a causal claim. I now give a close look at how molecular data is collected and used in exposome research, focusing on examples of the use of exposure profiles from molecular data in EXPOsOMICS. This analysis leads me to argue that, in the context of EXPOsOMICS, evidence from molecular data is not really used as mechanistic evidence, at least if we are to follow the notion of mechanistic evidence developed in the RWT literature.
In EXPOsOMICS, molecular data was collected through the analysis of the microscopic structure of samples from cohort studies. For example, blood plasma samples retrieved from cohort studies were analysed using the adductomics technique, i.e., by collecting data on protein adducts, which are formed by the binding of proteins to chemicals, in order to study the effects of exposure to air pollution on proteins. As one EXPOsOMICS researcher explained:
Adductomics is an omic technique and the specificity of the method is that it measures adducts of human serum albumin and toxicants. The toxicants present in your serum tend to have a very fast turnaround, so they disappear and they become metabolite and they're very difficult to measure. So, for example, if you've been exposed to air pollution it's going to be difficult to find the related toxicant in your serum. But the same molecules can bind to albumin and then they are conserved in your serum for a longer period of time. So, by measuring these adducts, you can track exposure for longer time. (Researcher A1) Results consist in spectrometry data, i.e., plots with lines and peaks, where different peaks correspond to different molecules and break down the sample into its molecular elements and compounds. These are usually called 'exposure profiles' or 'omic profiles'. On the basis of exposure profiles, researchers try to identify toxicants whose presence can be considered a consequence of exposures to external pollutants and can in turn be used as an intermediate biomarker to track the effects of exposure and possibly the development of disease. Exposure profiles are usually presented as tables where lines are dedicated to chemicals and the content of the columns provides information on the measured mass of the chemical within the sample.
As we have seen, according to the disambiguated notion provided by Illari, mechanistic evidence is the kind of evidence that has mechanisms as its object (Illari 2011a) ; and, following Illari's work with Williamson, a mechanism for a phenomenon consists in the entities and activities organised in order to be responsible for the phenomenon (Illari and Williamson 2012) . The first problem I see in interpreting evidence from exposure profiles as mechanistic evidence is precisely that the 'object' is not a mechanism, to use Illari's language. The rationale behind the use of molecular data in exposome research is to look for chemicals whose presence may be due to an exposure to the external environment, not to look for the ways in which these chemicals are organized to form mechanisms. From the perspective of Illari and Williamson' notion of mechanism, one may say that researchers do look for entities-yet, they do not really look at the activities these carry out, as molecular profiles provide a static picture, and not even at the organisation of these entities as part of a mechanism. In EXPOsOMICS, exposure profiles were rather used to provide evidence for claims about the dependency of the molecular presence of toxicants on external exposure and to find out about the difference that the environmental exposures experienced by individuals make to the presence of these toxicants. These features place molecular evidence very close to difference-making evidence, of which dependency and difference are core elements, and quite apart from evidence of mechanisms linking exposure and disease.
More generally, the context where molecular evidence was used in EXPOsOM-ICS is the identification of associations between pollutants and aspects of health and disease, rather than the discovery of mechanisms. Exposure profiles were used in regression models as evidence about toxicants at the molecular level, in order to find associations with the presence of toxicants at the external level. One EXPOsOM-ICS researcher explained this whilst talking about modelling molecular data from metabolomics to study the effects of environmental exposures on birth weight:
Each model models the relation of birth weight to that metabolic feature, so what's the change of birth weight with that metabolite, once you take into account covariates like the mum's weight, the mum's education and all these things. (Researcher B1; my emphasis). The focus here is on changes and differences, rather than on how these differences are brought about or through which mechanisms.
In addition, one of the characteristic features of mechanistic evidence, as defined in the RWT framework, does not seem to be supported by molecular data. As argued by Illari (2011a) , mechanistic evidence is crucial for causal inference because it helps with issues affecting difference-making evidence, including confounding. However, this feature is not supported by exposure profiles, which on the contrary are affected by issues that typically affect difference-making evidence. I take this point from the scientific literature on molecular evidence, where for instance Vineis and Perera say that one of the problems related to the use of omics as intermediate biomarkers is confounding:
One of the main challenges with intermediate biomarkers is to understand whether they belong to the causal pathway between exposure and disease, whether they are simply a side effect of exposure or disease, or whether their measurement is confounded by some other exposure. Perera 2007, p. 1961) The emphasis on difference making and problems of confounding in exposome research are the reasons why I caution against interpreting molecular data as mechanistic evidence. One may still say that there is a simpler and weaker claim that can be defended, namely that molecular data in exposome research hints at where to look for mechanisms and this is enough to say that it counts as mechanistic evidence. In this view, evidence from exposure profiles would count as mechanistic because it hints at the presence of entities involved in underlying mechanisms. The claim, however, is problematic even in this weaker form, as it is not clear how molecular data hinting at a mechanism would count as the kind of mechanistic evidence defined by the RWT. To call mechanistic evidence something that hints at mechanisms would imply to stretch the notion of mechanistic evidence too much, up to a point where the notion itself loses most of its power. It would imply going beyond the notion of mechanistic evidence put forward by Illari (2011a) , which is already quite broad. One may say that my contention about mechanistic evidence may be too stringent and suggest that, in constrained areas of research like exposome research, even just providing hints at mechanisms could count as production of mechanistic evidence or mechanistic explanations. Still, as I explain here, I struggle to see how evidence hinting at mechanisms could count as the mechanistic evidence defined by the RWT. If one wants to look at the case from the perspective of mechanistic explanations, I would rather say that the molecular data used in EXPOsOMICS plays the role of a heuristic for finding mechanisms, as no mechanism seems to be discovered directly, or that is part of how-possibly mechanistic explanations (Forber 2010; Reydon 2012) . Moreover, mechanisms can often be discovered on the basis of types of evidence such as difference-making evidence and manipulative evidence, rather than mechanistic evidence (Campaner and Galavotti 2012) .
Classifying Evidence in Exposome Research
Whilst critically analysing interpretations of molecular data as mechanistic evidence, I have put significant emphasis on the context of the use of molecular data as evidence in EXPOsOMICS. Building on this approach, in this section I expand my analysis and make a more general point on evidence classification. I intend to show that, in the context of data practices in EXPOsOMICS, what makes a difference for the classification of data as evidence of a specific kind is the way in which the data is used. I argue that this is in contrast with how evidence is differentiated in the RWT framework. I therefore expand my critical remarks on the RWT by pointing to more general issues in the way medical evidence is framed in the thesis.
In the literature on the RWT, a specific type of evidence is usually linked to a specific method for the generation of evidence. This suggests that the notion of evidence employed by the RWT is close to traditional philosophical accounts of evidence and data. In these views, data counts as evidence on the basis of intrinsic properties, that are fixed and inherently local and stand in a representational relation with aspects of reality, independently of the context in which the data is used. 8 These views have recently been challenged by Sabina Leonelli, who has argued that data should rather be considered a relational notion with a non-representational character (Leonelli 2015 (Leonelli , 2016 . When asked about notions and classifications of evidence, EXPOsOMICS researchers discussed these issues in the context of considerations about the data used in the project, and more specifically the ways in which they use, analyse, aggregate and disseminate their data. Thus, I now introduce the various types and sources of data researchers work with in exposome projects like EXPOsOMICS.
In the previous section, whilst analysing the use of molecular data, I have mentioned that the starting point for those analyses is data retrieved from cohort studies. In EXPOsOMICS (as in most epidemiology), cohort studies were one of the crucial and initial sources of data. Cohort studies follow a population of interest-the cohort of participants-for a long period of time, during which extraction of physical samples, questionnaires and one-to-one interviews are performed to collect data on a number of variables, including clinical states, features of participants' lifestyle, house environment, etc. The types of data used in EXPOsOMICS and retrieved from cohort studies varied significantly, including: quantitative data, such as measures of chemicals and compounds, as well as qualitative data, such as information provided in interviews; data about specific individuals as well as data about the surrounding environment; physical samples stored in low temperature as well as spreadsheets saved in databases.
As we have seen, some of the data retrieved in cohort studies is analysed to study the molecular composition of the internal chemical environment and produce exposure profiles. Together with what is directly acquired through cohort studies, molecular profiles constitute what EXPOsOMICS researchers defined as evidence on population health, or 'health data', which is thus composed of various kinds of data, collected at different levels of abstraction, at different times, and with different kinds of expertise involved. EXPOsOMICS researchers distinguished health data from what they called 'environment data', i.e., data on the conditions participants were exposed to during the study period. As with health data, the starting point is cohort studies, where participants are asked about the environment where they live and/or work, their lifestyle, diet, etc. One of the basic questions that participants to cohort studies are asked to provide is the postcode of the area where they live. In EXPOsOMICS, this was used to design geographical information systems to produce new data about the quantity of toxicants in the cohort's environment (Vineis et al. 2017a, p. 143; Fiorito et al. 2017, pp. 237-238) . Starting from postcodes, and on the basis of maps of characteristics of the population (such as density of the population, traffic intensity, whether the area is an industrial area, etc.), a geo-spatial regression model is designed to take into account these variables and differences in populations and assign exposure estimates to every participant in the study (Gulliver et al. 2018) .
I argue that the context of data practices in EXPOsOMICS shows that the classification of a dataset as a specific kind of evidence crucially depends on the ways in which the dataset is used as evidence. For example, data from cohort studies can be evidence for a variety of phenomena, analyses and claims, depending on the way it is used. In EXPOsOMICS, it was indeed used as evidence for the study of different phenomena, including: as molecular evidence for exposure; as evidence for health states of a population; and, as part of geo-spatial models, to produce further evidence for the environment the cohort could have been exposed to. This is at odds with the idea that evidence should be classified on the basis of the method with which it is produced. Collection methods do play a crucial role for the evidential value of a dataset, but they do not determine it on their own. Another important feature of data practices in EXPOsOMICS is that the evidential content of a specific type of data is determined by the mobilisation and use of other types and sources of data. This is particularly noticeable in the case of environment data, where the evidential value of the initial dataset (postcodes) is determined through the mobilisation of various other sources of data. I argue that these features point to a general approach to evidence, where considerations about evidence are indeed determined by the data collected and retrieved in specific projects like EXPOsOMICS. Yet, what plays a crucial role is not just the intrinsic properties of a dataset (such as its origin, type, content, format, etc.), but rather the ways in which the dataset is used, fits into research questions and is mobilised and put in relation with other datasets.
This approach to evidence is also reflected in researchers' reactions when asked about the classification of data as mechanistic evidence. One researcher said that he would find it necessary to perform various further experiments and have other types of data, for molecular data to be used as mechanistic evidence. His way of framing mechanistic evidence closely linked classification to the context of use of data. For example, he pointed to research in the metabolomics literature, published in Nature Medicine (Wang et al. 2011) . In this work, Wang and colleagues first identified molecules that were correlated with cardiovascular disease through omics analyses of metabolites.
However, the data produced in this way was not used as evidence of mechanisms. In order to test the presence of mechanisms underlying associations and thus whether the metabolites were rightfully predictive of the disease, researchers carried out further tests, including animal studies. It was only as a result of the mobilisation of these other sources of data that researchers claimed they had managed to link molecules both to an external exposure (a dietary source) and disease, thus granting the use of their molecular data as mechanistic evidence. In the words of one EXPOsOMICS researcher:
Through all these different experiments-and you can tell, a Nature paper is only two sides, but it brings together lots and lots of work -, using these, they were able to show the dietary source, phosphatidylcholine (which is found in meat, eggs, etc.) and they were able to link it all the way though to these metabolites and also show these metabolites directly caused atherosclerotic, as the blood vessels are directly linked to cardiovascular disease. (Researcher B1) What I am arguing here is not that a definition of mechanistic evidence closer to Wang and colleagues' work is superior to the RWT. Rather, I am pointing out that views of what counts as a specific kind of evidence can vary significantly and depend on the context of use of data as evidence. Therefore, what counts as a type of evidence may shift considerably and clear-cut distinctions between pieces of evidence, as if these were inherently different entities, seem too strict. The kind of evidence a dataset may provide is not determined ex ante, and it rather depends on the heterogeneous ways in which data is used and disseminated across different sites.
The problem of the RWT approach is that it does not seem flexible enough to accommodate this attitude to evidence classification, as the way in which evidence is classified according to the RWT is based on a view of evidence as something that is produced in a form which makes it of a specific and stable kind, more precisely either difference-making or mechanistic evidence. This approach seems to overlook the context of data practices, where considerations about what counts as evidence actually take place in practice; and more generally, questions on the relation between data and evidence do not seem to be considered in the RWT framework. In this context, the work of Illari (2011a) on specifying the notion of mechanistic evidence is particularly significant, as it moves away from a classification based on evidencegathering methods towards a distinction based on what we use evidence for. This is close to my argument, but Illari also argues that evidence should be defined on the basis of its 'object'. For instance, a piece of evidence is mechanistic evidence insofar as it has the existence of a mechanism as its object. As such, Illari's view seems similarly based on a view of evidence as something with a fixed and representational content, which-I have argued-does not hold in the context of the data practices of exposome research.
Exposome research and the core of the Russo-Williamson Thesis
The case of exposome research presents a number of challenges to the conceptual framework of the RWT. On the basis of the critical remarks of the paper, what should we make of the evidential pluralism proposed by the RWT? As we have seen, 4 Page 12 of 17 discussions on causal inference in the health sciences are the main context of the RWT. The RWT is a claim about what we need to know to make causal claims. The arguably most important and controversial element of the thesis-its core ideais that production is a necessary aspect for inferring causality and that we need to know about production when making causal inferences. This productive component is framed in terms of mechanistic evidence.
The core of the RWT seems to grasp an idea that is in general terms shared in the health sciences, including exposome research. EXPOsOMICS researchers often commented on their work saying that it is mostly focused on getting information about dependences between variables, but knowing what lies in between dependence relations makes a crucial difference and is the ultimate way of testing causal claims:
And the ultimate way of validating your result and making sure that it's something that is general is to understand the biology behind it. We're not at this stage, but the ultimate way would be to do some mechanistic wet lab experiment, to understand the mechanisms. And, once you understand the mechanisms, then there's no reason why there should be differences between one individual and another. So that's your ultimate way of generalising. (Researcher D1) How can we reconcile this intuition, at the core of the RWT, with the critical remarks made in the paper? The problem is how to interpret the claim on the productive aspect of causality. The RWT frames it in terms of a need for mechanistic evidence. But does that mean that mechanistic evidence should be produced when causal claims are made, or is the use of mechanistic evidence enough? The RWT is not clear on this issue.
If we take it to mean that mechanistic evidence has to be produced, the thesis seems too strong and hard to maintain in many lines of research in the life sciences. For instance, in exposome research and other areas of epidemiology, it seems often difficult to identify mechanisms and mechanisms are not always the focus of research. At the same time, we will probably want to say that epidemiologists can make causal claims, even if no mechanistic evidence is produced. Many public health policies are based on epidemiological studies where no mechanistic evidence seems to be produced. For example, environmental epidemiologists are often concerned with determining air quality standards, that is measurements of how much air pollution we can and should tolerate. 9 Public health policies on these standards are developed on the basis of epidemiological studies about, say, the relation between ambient air pollution and the incidence of cardiovascular disease, often with no primary focus on mechanisms. We will probably want to say that these polices are based on causal claims of some sort, as knowledge of causal relations is usually considered to provide among the best justifications for effective policy interventions (see e.g. Cartwright 2011). Hence, requiring mechanistic evidence to be produced, each time causal claims are made in the health sciences, seems problematic. This suggests that the core of the RWT should be rather interpreted as the need for use, rather than production, of mechanistic evidence.
At the same time, it is important to stress that, in exposome research and epidemiology more generally, new studies are designed, data is analysed and research is shaped (also) on the basis of mechanistic knowledge. When environmental epidemiologists assess, for instance, associations between air pollution and cardiovascular disease, background knowledge on potential mechanistic pathways linking the two phenomena plays an important role. However, in cases such as exposome research, evidence of mechanisms often comes from research in other areas of the health sciences. This suggests an interdisciplinary interpretation of the thesis. So far, most of the examples used in the literature on the RWT come from single disciplines and/ or single projects in the life sciences. Yet the thesis can be interpreted to apply on a higher level: some disciplines may provide evidence for the probabilistic angle of causal inference, whilst others may provide the productive one. In this view, one could say that a project like EXPOsOMICS provides some of the evidence that is necessary to put together to solve the puzzle of disease causation. Other kinds of evidence, possibly including evidence of productive causation, may need to be provided by other disciplines and lines of research. This interpretation would take into account my characterisation of evidence classification in the previous section, and especially the need for mobilising various lines of evidence for data to be used as evidence. As such, the thesis would allow to interpret epidemiology as contributing in part to explanations of disease that, in the long run, may be mechanistic, without running the risk of 'over-interpreting' all disciplines or lines of research in productive or mechanistic terms. In other words, in this view one may be able to say that exposome research provides hints at mechanisms without having to say it produces mechanistic evidence. 10 This interpretation of the RWT on the basis of my critical remarks might be a promising project. Still, a few problems remain. One problem concerns the normativity of the thesis. Whilst this interpretation of the thesis would pose weaker requirements on single disciplines or lines of research, the claim on mechanistic evidence may still be too strong. Namely, in some areas of the health sciences, researchers might be tempted to make a causal claim even if they do not have mechanistic evidence and before carrying out research aimed at discovering underlying mechanisms. For example, in the aforementioned case of the epidemiological discovery of the relation between smoking and lung cancer, the mechanism was discovered long after the initial causal claim was made and the initial smoking bans were enforced (Gillies 2011) . A second and related problem is the notion of mechanistic evidence, which may not be the best way of framing the need for the productive component of causality. In disciplines like epidemiology, mechanisms are indeed used to shape research. However, more than evidence of mechanisms per se, it is rather knowledge of mechanisms that is used to guide research.
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Conclusions
The central object of research of this paper has been data practices and ways of classifying and framing evidence in epidemiology, with particular reference to research on the exposome. The principal issue I have dealt with is the extent to which the RWT can be applied to this line of research.
I have cautioned against the claim that the use of molecular evidence can be considered as providing mechanistic evidence as defined by the RWT. I have shown that, in the EXPOsOMICS project, molecular evidence has been used for claims about the difference that exposures make, in contrast with the notion of mechanistic evidence proposed by the RWT. Then, I have focused on another aspect of the RWT, i.e., the way evidence is classified and distinguished between different kinds. On the basis of a reconstruction of data practices in EXPOsOMICS, I have shown that, in contrast with the RWT, there are substantially different views and approaches to what counts as a type of evidence. Finally, I have looked back at the core of the RWT from the perspective of my case study and critical remarks, and I have proposed an interdisciplinary and use-based interpretation of the thesis.
This interpretation takes into account the critical points I have raised in the paper. Additionally, it tries to push the thesis forward, towards a direction where it is capable of accounting for the use of data as evidence in current research and can therefore make fitting suggestions on the consideration and appreciation of a plurality of medical evidence. 11 I have pointed to some aspects of the core of the thesis, and the interpretation that I have put forward, that need further review and consideration. It also remains to be seen to which extent these considerations are applicable in other areas of epidemiological and, speaking more broadly, health science research. Another related issue concerns how the integration of evidence from different sources, produced through different methods and mobilised through different pathways, is and should be carried out-a topic that has recently been discussed in the literature, but has yet to be explored in the context of epidemiology. 12
